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Int.._duction
The objective of thls study was to support the rebuild and implementation
of the Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter (MOLA) investigation and to p_rform scientific
analysis of current Mars data relevant to the future investigation. The instrument
Is part of the payload of the NASA Mars Glboal Surveyor (MGS) mission. The
instrument is a rebuild of the Mars Observer Laser Altimeter that was originally
flown on the ill-fated Mars Observer mission.
.Work Completed
The following tasks were accomplished as part of the Investigation:
- Participated in initial planning of the Mars Gobal Surveyor mission after the loss
of Mars Observer, including Instrument re-design and rebuild.
- Attended meetings and reviews in support of the MOLA investigation.
- Assisted in preparation of budgets, schedules and documentation.
- Participated in the development of a new gravitational field for Mars from re-
analysis of Mariner 9 and Viking Orbiter Doppler tracking data.
- Performed re-analysis of Mariner 9 and Viking Orbiter ocoulatlons to develop an
new shape of Mars.
- Participated in simultaneous estimation of the masses of Mars and its natural
satellites Phobos and Deimos.
- Determined a formalism to remove the attraction of the Tharsis bulge from the
Mars gravity fleld.
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Budget summary
To be provided by Johns Hopklns University, where most of the work was
performed.
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